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SKILL LEVEL: Beginner
SIZE: Varies
As desired

CORRECTIONS: None as of Sep 10, 2013. To check for later updates, click here.
MATERIALS
• 515-312 Lion Brand
Imagine Yarn: Brown
Sugar
2 Balls (A)
• 515-313 Lion Brand
*Imagine (Article #515). Prints: 40% Acrylic, 30% Wool,
30% Nylon
Imagine Yarn: Autumn
Metallic: 38% Acrylic, 30% Wool, 30% Nylon, 2% Metallic
Leaves
Polyester; package size: 1.40oz/40.00 gr. (8yds/7m) pull
3 Balls (B)
skeins
• Additional Materials
Foam wreath
Balloons
White craft glue
Paint brush
Paper plate
Sewing needle and thread
String
Plastic drop cloth or trash
bag

GAUGE:
Exact gauge is not essential to this project.

BOBBLES
Unfold one hank of A. The yarn is constructed as a tube. Gently slide your arm through the yarn tube, grasp the
yarn, then pull yarn tube back up your arm to double it.
Inflate 8 balloons to about 11 in. (28 cm) circumference, or as desired. Slide balloons into doubled yarn tube. With
string, tie a knot on each side of each balloon. Tie a doubled length of string onto one end of yarn tube as a
hanging loop.
Find a place to hang the tube. You'll be painting glue onto this hanging tube, so cover the surface below the tube
with a plastic drop cloth or spare plastic trash bag.
Pour glue onto a paper plate. With paint brush, paint glue onto each balloon. Allow glue to dry. Pop each balloon.
For a gentle release of air, we suggest popping each balloon close to where you tied it off.
Cut the yarn tube between each balloon.
Pull popped balloons from yarn tube. Reshape yarn bobbles if needed.
WREATH
Unfold one hank of B. Glue one end of B to back of wreath and allow to dry. Wrap B length around wreath until
entire length has been used. Cut end of yarn and glue to back of wreath.
Repeat with second hank of B, until entire wreath is covered.
FINISHING

Twist remaining A and B yarns together, then wrap twisted strand around wreath. With sewing needle and thread,
take a few stitches through the twisted strand to keep it in place.
Glue bobbles to wreath.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual
knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of our yarns
anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.
34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011
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